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Celina Duprat is an artist & filmmaker. Born in 1994 in Bahía Blanca, Argentina. 
Works between Buenos Aires & Milano, where she’s based now. Currently working on 
feature films and advertising, as well continues her exploration through different formats 
of digital and analogic film.  
 
Majored in Film Realization at National School of Film Experimentation and Realization 
(ENERC), and attended the short career General History of Arts at National Museum of 
Fine Arts (MNBA). Speaks and writes in Spanish, English and Italian. Co-founder and co-
director of film company Coral (@coralproductora). Also works as audiovisual artist in Grupo 
Performático Sur, a dance company with permanent residence in the art space Central de 
Creación. 
 
She has made many short films, shown in Argentina, Perú, Bolivia, México, Spain and 
others. In 2017, she was part the directing team of many feature films from directors 
Graciela Taquini, Gastón Duprat, Armando Bo, Ariel Herrera, García Lenzi & Martín 
Blousson, among others. She also won a scolarship from the University of Beijing to 
create “INDUSTRIAL LOOP”, a short documentary film shooted in Guanxi, China. 
In 2018, she works as casting director of the feature film “4x4” by Mariano Cohn, while 
also creating the video performance “IMPERMANENCIA” in co-authorship with 
M.Bellotto, shooted at the National Museum of Fine Arts. As a performer, she's an 
associated artist in the video-performance installation “INMANENCIA” and was part of 
“Operación Contemplación” shown in Modern Art Museum (MAR) of Mar del Plata, 
Argentina & Casa America of Madrid, Spain. 
 
Operation Contemplation - Celina Duprat 
 
“This art video was produced to honor the great artist Graciela Sacco, who died in 2017. 



Graciela was one of the most well-known international artists of the Argentinian 
contemporary art scene. Her work can be interpreted both as effective and disruptive. 
The artist turned light and shadow into her primal core. 
 
When we designed the aesthetic and narrative of Operation Contemplation with the 
choreographer Mariana Bellotto and the photographer Juan Diego Camacho, both coauthor 
of the piece, we decided to respect those same aesthetic lineages. However, with 
the incorporation of body, dance, framing and editing, we managed to give spatiality, 
rhythm and sonorous-musical ambience to this new piece. The hands come out of the 
walls to point fingers back; the mouths move, sound, breath; the lighters burn; everything 
changes its state. 
 
We decided to use a present type of setup, one that imposes itself and draws a direction. 
On that line, the idea of repetition, of accumulation, persists until stressing the meaning of 
the action to the top. Something similar happens with the sound - each sequence triggers 
an aesthetic and technical way to manipulate the sound and music of this piece. We 
played with the noises of the objects themselves - with the sound of a body falling , of a 
shoe sliding on the floor, of a flame burning. Each one of them pulled the sound ideas that 
show in the video, like the a-cappella melody sung by the performers. Synchronized, each 
movement repeats itself until infinity, and thats why that the project was thought to be a 
non-stop loop.” 
 
The work was shown as part of a tribute exhibition of the artist in Casa América of 
Madrid, Spain and in the Modern Art Museum MAR of Mar del Plata, Argentina. 
 


